CASE STUDY

JABRA, SPEECHLY & WORKABLE

"We were clear from the start, the meeting
room technology had to deliver value to our
members, but it also had to be easy to use
and easy to maintain."

Bringing everyone together, safely

When COVID-19 posed challenges for the unique co-working
service offered by Workable in Nairobi, Speechly interpretation
software alongside premium audio and video devices from Jabra
enabled them to continue allowing member businesses to
connect virtually with colleagues in Africa and around the world.

Adapting to COVID-19 challenges
Meeting spaces were identified as a key offering for businesses
returning to the office environment post pandemic. This put the
focus on Workable's collaboration solutions. When Workable
looked at their meeting space offerings, they prioritised
technology that enabled guests and residents to get a sense of
added value from the time spent in their offices. It had to deliver
a connected experience that could not be achieved anywhere
else; either at home or in the city.

Samir Patel
CEO, Workable

About Workable & Speechly
Workable’s vision has been to support Nairobi’s position as the
future of business in Africa by offering a vastly superior workplace
where innovators, business leaders and investors, both local and
international, can comfortably and productively gather in a
creative and sophisticated environment.
Speechly, an AI on-demand interpretation service, offered by
FITTS integrates with Jabra certified devices and Microsoft Teams.

THE PROJECT AT A GLANCE

A comprehensive solution

Workable’s meeting space is unique to the Nairobi office market
connecting people working at home or in regional offices.

Speechly and Jabra Microsoft Teams Rooms enabled solutions
offered Workable's members and guests to their building
content and multi-lingual conversation, all with automated
booking and one-touch join.

Solution: Speechly, Jabra PanaCast & Speak 710,
Microsoft Teams Rooms, Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub

Workable are excited to welcome organisations across Kenya
into their newest market leading offering which is open for
booking directly through the Workable concierge.

• Jabra premium audio and video devices allow everyone to be
heard and be seen, safely
• AI on-demand interpretation service for member businesses with
roots and connections to countries such as Singapore, UK, USA,
Germany, Russia as well as working with clients across East Asia
and the Middle East
• Ongoing managed service for entire solution, delivered by FITTS
from hardware to software
Benefits
• Effective, socially distanced, video conferencing even in small
meeting spaces via the PanaCast Panoramic-4K 180° field of view
• Seamless integration with Microsoft Teams Rooms
• Access to real time language interpretation in over 35 different
languages
• Full transcription available to the client post-meeting
• Easy to deploy and use
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